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ING Lease offers customers a web portal for leasing simulation and subscription. To ensure a smooth
and secure authentication using electronic identification, they chose Trust1Connector, a framework
that aims to facilitate browser communication with local peripherals with minimum browser specific
dependencies.

TheOrganization
ING Lease Belgium is one of the largest leasing companies in
Belgium. Member of the ING group, itself one of the world's
major actors in the field of integrated financial services, ING
Lease Belgium's activities center wholly and solely on financial
and operating leasing, with or without services.

The company is an innovating force and created, among other
products, the real estate leasing. Known and recognized for its
professionalism and creativity, it has become a reference on the
Belgian leasing market.

The ING Lease group is structured by product type. This favors
dynamism and adaptability, and allows ING Lease Belgium to
stay at the leading edge of each market segment whilst
developing products designed for its customers' specific
requirements.
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TheBusinessNeed
Being a pioneer in its sector, it was highly important for
ING Lease Belgium to provide an excellent customer
experience in their leasing subscription, converting it to a
totally dematerialized and efficient end-to-end process.

ING Lease Belgium built a web portal, called My ING
Lease, in which all its customers are allowed to make
leasing simulations online, and create and sign their
contract digitally.

Being the first in the Belgium market, this new process is
totally electronic and allows its customers to apply for a
leasing and digitally sign the contract whenever and
wherever they want, without the help of an agent.

For ensuring the correct customer authentication, ING
Lease Belgium sought a solution that could assure a
smooth authentication with an eID card, like the Belgium
National Identity Card or other EU Citizen Card.

Solution
With My ING Lease, all ING Belgium customers can perform a
leasing contract totally online with no manual intervention, from
leasing simulation, obtaining a credit score acceptance and
finalizing it by electronically sign the contract.

For their e-signature module, ING Lease Belgium chose
Trust1Connector as their full connector framework, ensuring its
clients an easy and strong authentication. Trust1Connector
abstracts the complexity between the browser and local
peripherals, such as smart card readers, by being a
cross-platform, cross-browser and transparent secure element.

Therefore, with Trust1Connector, there is no need to run Java
applets to read electronic identification cards, a technology that
is no longer accepted by most browsers. Since it runs in the
background, for the user it is very simple to use, and for ING
Lease Belgium is entirely evolutionary, allowing to perform
updates with no constraints for the user.

At ING Lease Belgium, the implementation of the
Trust1Connector full framework as a SaaS application was
possible within one month, contributing to a very short
development process.

Results
My ING Lease was recently launched and is nowadays fully
operational using the Trust1Connector in accordance with all
necessary requirements.

Goals
ING Lease Belgium aims to offer their customers the highest
quality experience, while providing cutting-edge technological
solutions. With Trust1Connector, the company managed to
implement a seamless and efficient experience, which is helping
increase ING Lease Belgium market share.

More Info &Contacts
For more information on the Trust1Connector please visit
trust1connector.com or contact us at sales@trust1team.com

Advantages&Benefits
Short time-to-market

With Trust1Connector it is possible to have a very short
development process, ensuring a quick availability
period. At ING Lease Belgium, the implementation of the
whole framework was done within one month.

Technical flexibility

Trust1Connector allows the usage of just a part of the
framework, or of the whole suite, providing a very flexible
and easy to integrate solution in both new and already
developed modules.

Cross-platform and cross-browser

By using Trust1Connector it is guaranteed to have a
smooth, seamless and Java applet free solution,
ensuring a cross-platform and cross-browser
experience.

Continuous evolution and transparent

By running in the background, Trust1Connector offers a
secure and evolutive solution, making it simple and
transparent for the user to perform updates.

Easy, fast and adaptive

Trust1Connector abstracts all complexity from
middleware installation. Therefore, ING Lease Belgium
customers can apply for a leasing contract very fast,
whenever and wherever they want.
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